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Insider analyzed US work-visa data to see what Snap, Snapchat's parent company, offered to pay for certain roles in 2021.

Snap salaries revealed: How much the Snapchat maker pays for jobs in product, marketing, engineering, and more
Finding a job that pays $60,000 with no experience can give you a jump-start on your financial future. For example, earning around $60,000 annually will allow you to live comfortably in some ...

20 Jobs Where You Can Make $60,000 Out of College
When Christopher Stroup looks out the window of his office at Abacus Wealth Partners, he can see the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Santa Monica, Calif., on one side. And he can see the Malibu ...

Engineering The Future ̶ With Christopher Stroup
The demand for engineering is largely due to urbanization, technological advancements and retirements. That makes it important to diversify.

Engineering is one of the hottest majors on campus. So why are most students still white and male?
The modern mainframe gives IT professionals the chance to add to their core competencies, offering those with engineering backgrounds the opportunity to grow their DevOps experience and those with ...

Finding a Rewarding Career Path in the World of the Modern Mainframe
A step up from desktop support techs, desktop support engineers can also command much higher salaries than their technician counterparts. Continue Reading ...

25 Honest Desktop Support Engineer Salaries
Robots are taking over dangerous and repetitive tasks from humans ‒ but how far will it go? Source: The People Speak/CC BY-NC 2.0 I am sure my grandmother heard similar stories from her grandmother, ...

Will robots take our jobs?
Career ladders are impactful. This HR leader shares how to build one while offering his own experience doing so at CCC.

7 Steps to Build a Career Ladder That Works
A city community center worked with engineers from Sandia National Laboratories, a research facility, to introduce elementary and middle school-age kids to scientific concepts via toys and crafts ...

Albuquerque's "STEM in the Sun" a Pipeline to Careers
Generation West Virginia s NewForce program, a Huntington-based, tuition-free, software development school, prepares West Virginians with no prior computer coding experience for a career in software ...

NewForce Program Helps Nurture Software Development Careers in West Virginia
Expert fraudster and FBI investigator Frank Abagnale explains how and why digital social engineering scams work. Learn how to watch out for the right signs.

Confessions of a Famous Fraudster: How and Why Social Engineering Scams Work
A Highland based engineering group is set to create 330 new apprentice and graduate trainee roles over the next six years ...

Muir-of-Ord's Ross-shire Engineering to create 330 new jobs after securing Scottish Water contract
We re trying to be a pipeline for STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) careers, she said. Richard Gonzales, manager at the Jack Candelaria Community Center in Southeast Albuquerque, said ...

Creating a pipeline for STEM careers
How Redfin's CTO is making diversity, equity, and inclusion a central part of the company's culture and business goals.

Why Redfin s CTO, Bridget Frey, approaches D&I like an engineering project
In part two of our series on UTSA s Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, UTSA Today takes a collective look at the preeminent resources available for faculty and students in their ...

Investment in UTSA s Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering paying dividends
If you were a member of a city council, would you have firefighters on your payroll without giving them their own firetrucks and tools? Surprisingly, that is what most in the high-tech industry and ...

C-Suite: Presales And Sales Engineering Are Your Firefighters Without The Firetrucks
Tom Smith spends most of his time supervising the landscape design and management program at Springfield Technical Community College, but a fair amount is devoted to explaining to the uninformed ...

STCC landscape program often misunderstood, offers jobs and opportunity
NI (NASDAQ: NATI) today announced its collaboration with Thinkery and Boys & Girls Clubs of the Austin Area (BGCAA) to jointly develop Collaboration to Realize Equity and Teach Engineering (C.R.E.A.T.

NI, Thinkery and Boys & Girls Clubs of the Austin Area to Launch Engineering Program for Underserved Austin Youth
Allonnia is using synthetic biology to tackle major environmental challenges like PFASs, metals and plastic waste ...

Engineering microbes to degrade contaminants
The STEM Sisterhood program to encourage seventh- and eighth-grade girls to explore science, technology, engineering and math careers.
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